Photocatalytic activity of undoped and sulfur-doped TiO₂ films grown by MOCVD for water treatment under visible light
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ABSTRACT

Titanium dioxide ceramic coatings have been used as catalysts in green technologies for water treatment. However, without the presence of a dopant, its photocatalytic activity is limited to the ultraviolet radiation region. The photocatalytic activity and the structural characteristics of undoped and sulfur-doped TiO₂ films grown at 400 °C by metallic organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) were studied. The photocatalytic behavior of the films was evaluated by methyl orange dye degradation under visible light. The results suggested the substitution of Ti⁴⁺ cations by S⁶⁺ ions into TiO₂ structure of the doped samples. SO₄²⁻ groups were observed on the surface. S-TiO₂ film exhibited good photocatalytic activity under visible light irradiation, and the luminous intensity strongly influences the photocatalytic behavior of the S-TiO₂ films. The results supported the idea that the sulfur-doped TiO₂ films grown by MOCVD may be promising catalysts for water treatment under sunlight or visible light bulbs.

1. Introduction

Chemical species as dyes, pigments, antibiotics, pharmaceuticals and personal care products, disposed in the wastewater can cause serious problems to the environment and to human health [1,2]. The conventional water treatments are often not capable of eliminating such substances. Thus more effective methods have been proposed in order to promote the removal of industrial waste efficiently [3–5]. Heterogeneous photocatalysis is a green method that use the solar light as radiation source to activate a catalyst. The pollutants are completely mineralized during the treatment, avoiding the production of new waste. This is an oxidative process based on the generation of hydroxyl radicals (OH·), responsible for the contaminant degradation [6,7], and originated when a semiconductor material is irradiated with photon energy equal or greater than its band gap energy (E_g) [5,8]. In recent years, among many semiconductors, titanium dioxide (TiO₂) ceramic coatings have been successfully applied in photocatalytic processes for water treatment [9,10].

TiO₂ presents chemical and biological stability, antibacterial properties, non-toxicity, biocompatibility, corrosion resistance in many media and low price [11–13]. Among the advantages of employing TiO₂ films in heterogeneous photocatalysis, when compared to catalysts powders, there is the possibility of reusing the catalytic materials - an important requirement for practical applications of photocatalysis in water treatment [14]. TiO₂ films can be obtained by several techniques, and present different structural properties and morphological characteristics depending on factors such as film thickness, precursor, grain size, growth temperature, and substrate [10]. Metallicorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) is a process to grow films that uses organometallic compounds as precursors. The structural properties of the films obtained by MOCVD are determined by the deposition parameters and the chemical organometallic precursors used [10,15]. This is an attractive method, since it provides a good control of stoichiometry and thickness of the films, and uniformity of deposition [1,16].

Recent studies demonstrated that the anatase-TiO₂ is the crystalline phase with the highest catalytic activity, due to the high electron mobility, and high surface area [3,16–18]. However, without the presence of a dopant, the photocatalytic activity of anatase-TiO₂ is limited to the ultraviolet radiation region.

Modifications of the TiO₂ have been proposed in order to increase its use in photocatalysis [13,19]. Among the proposed strategies, the catalyst doping with metals and non-metals elements aims to reduce the E_g of the catalyst and turns it active under visible light – which corresponds to 45% of the total energy of solar radiation [20]. Non-metal doping methods using elements such as sulfur have shown great potential for photocatalytic applications. Bayati, Moshtagh and Golestani-Fard [21] studied the synthesis of sulfur-doped TiO₂. The authors observed that S⁴⁺ and S⁶⁺ ions replace Ti⁴⁺ into the TiO₂ lattice. The
2.2. Sulfur-doped TiO2 films

TTiP was maintained at 39 °C. The carrier and the purge gas. The temperature of the bubbler containing water, dried in nitrogen, and immediately inserted into the reactor. The decomposition and adsorption of H₂S on the TiO₂ surface occurs spontaneously in the presence of OH− radicals [28]. It has also been observed that the sulfur can be oxidized and adsorbed in the form of SO₄²⁻ groups on the surface [27,28], and create Ti−O−S bonds into TiO₂ lattice [14,24,25].

S−TiO₂ films can be synthesized at low temperatures in a process similar to that used for the desulfurization of H₂S over TiO₂ catalyst [29−31]. The desulfurization is conducted in temperatures between 20 and 80 °C and results in the deposition of SO₄²⁻ groups on the surface of the TiO₂ [29,32]. Generally these catalysts are synthesized by the sol−gel method, and their application for water treatment is little explored. Furthermore, according to the literature TiO₂ films are usually sulfur-doped at temperatures above 300 °C [23,27,33].

In this way, sulfur-doped TiO₂ films obtained by a low-temperature alternative route were investigated in the present work. The doping was performed by using a process similar to that used for the desulfurization. The TiO₂ films were grown by MOCVD technique and then sulfur-doped at 50 °C in H₂/H₂S atmosphere. The photocatalytic behavior of the catalysts on the methyl orange dye degradation under visible light was evaluated, besides the structural and morphological characteristics of the films.

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis of TiO2 films

TiO₂ thin films were grown by MOCVD process in a conventional horizontal reactor previously described by Bento et al. [10]. The growth of the films was carried out on borosilicate substrates (25 × 76 × 1 mm) previously cleaned in a 5% H₂SO₄ aqueous solution, rinsed in deionized water, dried in nitrogen, and immediately inserted into the reactor. The films were grown at 400 °C under a pressure of 50 mbar. Titanium (IV) isopropoxide Ti(OCH(CH₃)₂)₄ (TTiP) (purity 99.999%, Sigma-Aldrich Co.) was used as the titanium and oxygen sources. N₂ was used as the carrier and the purge gas. The temperature of the bubbler containing TTiP was maintained at 39 °C. The flow rates of TTiP and N₂ were both fixed at 0.5 slm. The gas conduction lines are made of stainless steel and are kept heated to prevent condensation and premature pyrolysis of the precursor.

2.2. Sulfur-doped TiO₂ films

S−TiO₂ films were obtained by a thermochemical treatment realized in a horizontal tubular furnace at 50 °C for 60 min under a mixture of H₂−2v.% H₂S, with a flux of 0.2 slm. Heating and cooling to room temperature were performed under argon inert atmosphere.

2.3. Characterization of undoped and sulfur-doped TiO₂ films

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses were carried out in a Rigaku Multiflex equipment with a monochromatized CuKα radiation (λ = 1.54148 Å), incidence angle of 5°, scan rate of 0.02°, and with 2θ ranging from 5 to 80°. The phases formed were identified with the JCPDS (Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards) database. Surface roughness and mean grain size measurements were analyzed by atomic force microscopy (AFM) on the tapping mode (SPM Bruker NanoScope IIIA), employing a silicon tip with a curvature radius of 15 nm. The scan frequency used was 0.9 Hz and in the area of 5 μm x 5 μm. Mean grain size analyses were performed using the ImageJ image processing software. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out in a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha equipment, with resolution of 0.1 eV, and spot size beam of 400 μm, in order to determine the chemical state of the species near the solid surface. Survey scans were collected over the 0−1200 eV binding energy range. Higher resolution scans encompassing the principal peaks of Ti 2p, O 1 s and S 2p were collected at a pass energy of 50 eV. Chemical deconvolution was done using CasaXPS software [34], with the binding energies calibrated considering the C1s reference peak at 284.8 eV. Films thicknesses were measured on the cross-section of the samples using field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) on JSM6701 F equipment.

2.4. Photocatalytic experiments

The photocatalytic activities of the films in the dye degradation were investigated in a homemade reactor setup previously described by Bento and Pillis [35]. The photoreactor consists of a glass chamber containing 40 mL of the dye solution (pH = 2) to be degraded, the catalyst that was supported on borosilicate substrate, and the radiation source. TiO₂ and S−TiO₂ films were used as catalysts and methyl orange (MO) dye as the model pollutant (0.005 g.L⁻¹). Studies suggest that TiO₂ catalysts exhibit better photocatalytic activity under acidic solutions [14,16]. For the visible light tests, lamps of different intensities were employed to evaluate the influence of the light intensity on the photocatalytic behavior of the films. Firstly, a LED board (30 W; λ = 450 nm) was used as visible light source and, posteriorly, four tubular LED lamps (Royal Philips Electronics; 240 W; λ = 400−700 nm) were employed as radiation source. The lamps had a luminous flux of approximately 1300 lm (30 W) and 12,000 lm (240 W), so the luminous efficiency of these lamps was, respectively, 43.3 lm.W⁻¹ and 50 lm.W⁻¹.

The dye degradation experiments were realized for a total test time of 300 min. The components of the photoreactor were arranged in a box to prevent loss of photons and to protect users against the emitted radiation. The distance between the catalyst and the radiation source was set at 250 mm. Synthetic air (N₂ / 20 wt.% O₂) was bubbled into the solution during the tests. The experiments were kept under controlled temperature in the range of 19−20 °C. The system was kept under bubbling for one hour in the dark for allow the adsorption-desorption equilibrium of the solution on the catalyst. The MO dye concentration changes were examined using a UV−vis spectrophotometer (Global Trade Technology). During the photocatalytic experiments, the absorbance and pH values of the dye solution were constantly monitored every 30 min. After the measurement, the aliquots were returned to the solution.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structural and chemical characterization of undoped and sulfur-doped TiO₂ films

The crystallinity and phases formed in the grown films were investigated by XRD. Fig. 1 shows XRD patterns of the undoped and sulfur-doped TiO₂ films grown at 400 °C by MOCVD. From XRD results the films exhibit a good crystallinity constituted of peaks corresponding to 2θ angles of 25.3°, 48.1°, 55.1°, 62.7°, and 70.3°, respectively equivalent to the crystallographic planes (101), (200), (211), (204), and (220) [36]. These are characteristic peaks correspondent to the anatase
The crystalline phase (JCPDS 21-1272). The results suggest that the doping process did not alter the crystalline phase of TiO$_2$ films, which agrees with results shown in the literature [25, 37, 38].

XPS measurements were realized to confirm the chemical elemental composition of the grown films. Fig. 2a compare the XPS survey spectrum of undoped and sulfur-doped TiO$_2$ films. The presence of C 1s peak at 284.8 eV was ascribed to the residual carbon from the precursor, and to the adventitious carbon provoked by the sample exposition to air before the XPS experiments [35, 38]. The survey spectra of S-TiO$_2$ revealed the presence of an additional peak of sulfur, denoting the successful inclusion of sulfur in TiO$_2$, with a sulfur concentration of 8.78 at% (Table 1). The surface of the films contains high quantities of Ti and O elements. Surface XPS analysis of the Ti 2p peaks for undoped TiO$_2$ film (Fig. 2b) revealed binding energies at 459.5 eV and 465.3 eV attributed, respectively, to the Ti 2p$_{3/2}$ peak [36] – which corresponds to Ti$^{4+}$ in TiO$_2$ lattice [15, 39] – and Ti 2p$_{1/2}$ peak [35, 40], with a peak-to-peak separation of 5.8 eV, according with the reported values of TiO$_2$ [41]. For S-TiO$_2$ film, (Fig. 2c) the binding energy peaks of Ti 2p$_{3/2}$ and Ti 2p$_{1/2}$ were found at 459.4 eV and 465.1 eV, respectively. The lower energy titanium peak values at 457.3 eV and 459.9 eV for undoped catalyst (Fig. 2b), and 457.1 eV and 459.5 eV for S-TiO$_2$ (Fig. 2c) confirmed the formation of Ti$^{3+}$ [38, 40], and suggests the formation of Ti-O-S bonds [32]. It can be observed a slight displacement of the peaks. This result is in accordance with the literature. Such behavior was attributed to the oxygen vacancies or defects formed by substitutional sulfur into the TiO$_2$ lattice [14, 39, 42].

Fig. 2d-e shows the O 1s XPS spectra of undoped and sulfur-doped TiO$_2$ films. It can be observed a well-defined peak located at 530.7 eV for TiO$_2$, and 530.6 eV for S-TiO$_2$, corresponding to oxygen in TiO$_2$ lattice (Ti–O–Ti) [15, 40], and a small shoulder peak centered at 532.4 eV and 532.2 eV for undoped and S-TiO$_2$, respectively, which can be regarded as the OH$^-$ adsorbed on the TiO$_2$ surface [13, 14].

The high-resolution XPS spectra for the S 2p region (Fig. 2f) exhibited the binding energy at 169.7 eV. According to previous studies [43], the peak observed from the fitted curve could correspond to sulfur on the higher oxidation state – commonly found in binding energy values above 168 eV. From the results sulfur species were identified as S$^{6+}$ ions possibly replacing the Ti$^{4+}$ ions into TiO$_2$ structure, and also forming SO$_4^{2-}$ sulfate groups on the surface [14, 23, 39]. The substitution effect is chemically more favorable for photocatalysis application than replacing O$^{2-}$ by S$^{2-}$. The incorporation of S$^{6+}$ cation in TiO$_2$ structure can form an impurity energy level above the valence band, and reduce the TiO$_2$ band gap to visible light radiation [42, 44]. No indication of S$^{2-}$ formation was observed at 161 eV, suggesting that it does not exist on the catalyst surface.

The mechanism of H$_2$S adsorption on the TiO$_2$ surface can be described as dissociative pathways. The water molecules adsorbed on the TiO$_2$ surface dissociate into OH$^-$ and H$^+$ ions [28, 45]. The OH$^-$...
radicals are formed during the thermal treatment when OH\(^-\) surface groups donate an electron (e\(^-\)) to the hole (h\(^+\)) \([45,46]\). Then, the presence of SO\(_4^{2-}\) species on the catalyst surface may be explained by the oxidation reaction between H\(_2\)S and the abundant OH\(^-\) radicals formed on the TiO\(_2\) surface, according to Eq. 1 \([28,32,45]\). 

\[
\text{H}_2\text{S} + 8\text{OH}^- \rightarrow \text{SO}_4^{2-} + 2\text{H}^+ + 4\text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

The morphology, the grain size and the roughness influence the photocatalytic efficiency of TiO\(_2\) films \([15,16,35]\). Fig. 3 exhibits the AFM image of the undoped and sulfur-doped TiO\(_2\) films. The surface of both the catalysts presents well-defined grains of rounded morphology. Table 2 presents the mean grain size values and RMS (Root Mean Square) roughness. The RMS roughness of the films varied between 10 and 19 nm, values considered favorable for photocatalytic applications, since it facilitates the contact of the adsorbed substances with the film, increasing its photocatalytic efficiency \([14,47]\). The results presented in Table 2 suggest the influence of the sulfur doping process on the morphological characteristics of TiO\(_2\) films. The mean grain size values were determined by Feret diameter of the particles, in other words, the maximum length of a grain measured in a fixed direction (distance between tangents) \([48]\). It is noted that the S-TiO\(_2\) film exhibited a reduction of the RMS roughness values and a grain size refinement, compared to the same parameters of the undoped TiO\(_2\) film. This refinement can be attributed to the presence of SO\(_4^{2-}\) groups on the catalyst surface. Recent papers show that the SO\(_4^{2-}\) species on S-TiO\(_2\) surface may eventually form two possible coordination models, as suggested by Zhang et al. \([25]\) and Yang et al. \([49]\). Chen et al. \([26]\) suggested that anatase-TiO\(_2\) surface is very active for H\(_2\)S desulfurization under a H\(_2\)S reducing atmosphere, and can facilitate its reaction with the OH\(^-\) super. This effect promotes a superficial uniformity of the catalyst, which allows to increase its surface area and consequently its photocatalytic efficiency \([14,50,51]\).

FE-SEM was used to determine the films thickness from cross-sectional images. Fig. 4 reveals the formation of a dense columnar structure film, characteristic from TiO\(_2\) films grown by MOCVD at 400 °C \([10,15,16]\). The films grow perpendicular to the substrate surface. In Fig. 4b it can be seen that the films remain homogeneous and preserve the thickness after the sulfur-doping process.

### Table 2

Summary of the S doping effect on the morphology characteristics of TiO\(_2\) films grown at 400 °C on borosilicate substrates by MOCVD process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Film thickness (nm)</th>
<th>Mean grain size (nm)</th>
<th>RMS roughness (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>undoped TiO(_2)</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-TiO(_2)</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Photocatalytic activity of undoped and sulfur-doped TiO\(_2\) films

The photocatalytic behavior of the undoped and sulfur-doped TiO\(_2\) films on the MO dye degradation under visible light was evaluated, as it can be seen in Fig. 5. The C/C\(_0\) graph exhibits the dye degradation as a function of the time of exposition to source radiation for 300 min, with and without the presence of catalysts. C represents the dye concentration at each time interval and C\(_0\) is the initial concentration. The photolysis curves indicated that without the presence of the catalysts there was no MO dye degradation under visible light, independent of the light intensity. Undoped anatase-TiO\(_2\) film did not present photocatalytic activity under visible light. Other studies showed a similar trend \([24,52]\). During the photocatalytic experiments, the pH values were constantly monitored. At the start of the tests the pH of dye solution was 2.03. Over the photocatalytic experiments the pH varied slightly around a mean value of 2.35 ± 0.02.

The effect of visible light intensity on photocatalytic activity of films was examined, and the results revealed that the light intensity strongly influences the photocatalytic activity of the films. The S-TiO\(_2\) film exhibited 25% of MO dye degradation under visible light intensity at 30 W for a total test time of 300 min (Fig. 5a), while the same photocatalyst degraded 38% of MO dye under visible light intensity of 240 W (Fig. 5b), that is, it was 52% more efficient. The results reached are in line with the values obtained by AFM, which confirms the influence of grain size and roughness on the photodegradation efficiency of the films. Smaller grain sizes provide the increasing of the TiO\(_2\) specific surface area \([39,53]\). A larger surface area allows greater contact of the photocatalyst with the pollutant compound and with the light irradiation which consequently favors the photocatalytic efficiency \([24]\). 

SO\(_4^{2-}\) groups present on the surface of the sulfur-doped film represent a highly photoactivated morphology. The substitution of the Ti\(^{4+}\) by S\(^{6-}\) ions promotes the formation of Ti-O-S bonds, which allows to modify the electronic structure of TiO\(_2\) by displacing the electronic sites from O to S \([14,42,54]\), as suggested in Fig. 6. The oxygen atom becomes a deficient center that hinders the recombination of the electron-hole pairs under visible light \([25]\). Yan et al \([44]\) suggest that the band gap narrowing of the S-doped TiO\(_2\) catalysts can be ascribed to Pauling electronegativity concept, where the sulfur electronegativity (2.58) is lower than oxygen (3.44), which is beneficial to location of the S 3p atomic orbital at higher energies than the O 2p atomic orbital. In this way, the narrowing band gap by intermediate energy states formation into S-TiO\(_2\) can stimulate the generation of electron (e\(^-\))/hole (h\(^+\)) pairs, and possibly increase the production of OH\(^-\) species under visible light irradiation, which is a decisive catalytic step for efficient water treatment and environment applications.

It was possible to observe that the visible light intensity influences the photocatalytic activity of sulfur-doped films. The reduction of the
luminous intensity caused a restriction on the photocatalytic efficiency of the films, due to the reduction of the number of photons emitted to the solution and on the semiconductor surface, thus reducing the number of activated catalyst particles, and producing less hydroxyl radicals [55]. According to kinetic studies of photocatalytic reactions, the degradation rate increases with increasing the light intensity in a non-linear relationship [56]. Similar conclusion has been reported by previous studies employing other types of catalysts and dopants [55,57,58]. It is noted that the MO dye degradation slows down after 120 min irradiation for S-TiO2 catalyst. Wang et al. [24] suggest that this effect is caused by the adsorbates induced by the initial fast degradation and may prevent further reaction. The results indicated that the sulfur doping can significantly improve the photocatalytic activity of the TiO2 and leads to absorption of visible light irradiation. The results support the idea that the sulfur-doped TiO2 films grown by MOCVD may be promising catalysts for the water treatment.

4. Conclusions

The present research showed the study of the photocatalytic activity and the structural and morphological characteristics of undoped and sulfur-doped TiO2 films grown at 400 °C on borosilicate substrates by MOCVD process. The sulfur doping was realized at 50 °C by a process similar to that used for the desulfurization of H2S in gas-phase. The films presented the formation of anatase phase, surface morphology composed of rounded grains, and a dense columnar structure. Without the presence of the catalyst, there was no dye degradation. Undoped TiO2 film did not present photocatalytic activity under visible light. S-TiO2 film exhibited good photocatalytic activity under visible light irradiation on methyl orange dye degradation. The results reveal that the light intensity strongly influences the photocatalytic behavior of S-TiO2 films. The best photocatalytic result occurred for the S-TiO2 film under visible light with intensity at 240 W, that exhibited 38% of dye degradation.


